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Too often, management personnel in police agencies maintain
a belief that "all is well " in the organization merely because no
crisis seems evident. As a consequence, we often discover problems much too late to prevent serious damage to the organization.
In order to expedite the identification and understanding of
problems that confront members who perform the Department's most
important function--aggressive preventive patrol--the Department
implemented an Exempt Ride-Along Program on 9 February 1974. The
program, which required each exempt member to ride in beat cars
wi th patrolmen for four hours during each police period, was
designed to overcome rank barriers through person to person contact. The purpose of the Exempt Ride-Along Program was to provide
a constant means of contact between management personnel and first
line operators in a situation that was unobstructed by "chain of
command" barriers.
At the beginning of the program, most beat officers were
highly suspicious of the Department's motives. The officers were
reluctant to speak freely to the officials because of traditional
barriers of rank and chain of conunand. Eventually, however, a
mutual trust materialized, and the beat officer began to understand
that the exempt official was there to discuss ideas and problems
and search for solutions rather than spy and criticize.
Reports and comments from participants in this program have
demonstrated that it was an extremely vital method of gaining
insight into problems that frequently occur at the operational
level. Additionally, the program has convinced the beat officer
that top management in this Department is interested in him as an
individual and concerned with his problems, feelings, and ideas.
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As Superintendent, I would like to reinforce that commitment and
thank all patrol officers for their interest and participation.
This program has resulted in a number of positive and innovative
recommendations. Some of them have already been implemented
while others are undergoing a feasibility study. For example,
it was de~ermined through this program that the Department's
18th District squadrol crews were spending an inordinate amount
of time transporting persons who were in the custody of the Major
Traffic Accident Investigation Section at 320 North Clark Street
into the 18th District for posting of bond. These citizens also
become quite upset upon discovering that the district crews did
not provide return trips. As a solution, it was recommended that
the MTAIS be provided the capability of writing their own bonds
thereby freeing patrol personnel for additional patrol duty and
eliminating antagonism on the part of the citizens who must post
bond. This recommendation, one of many, made by a patrolman to
his exempt ride-along partner, was studied, accepted, and has now
been implemented. Also, a number of morale and "housekeeping
problems" have been identified and brought to my attention. All
recommendations and problems will receive my most serious attention with respect to implementation and resolution. You will be
kept abreast of progress in these matters.
Because of the success of this program, I am announcing an
end to its initial phase and a beginning of a second phase. Phase
II will involve Department exempt personnel riding in patrol cars
with supervising patrol sergeants for the same length of time and
with the same frequency as with beat officers.
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Supervising patrol sergeants are a very important link in
the Department's communication system in that they normally bridge
the gap between the operational and top management levels and
serve as representatives of both levels.
It is vital to continued
organizational efficiency that information flow freely and easily,
both ways, through these first line supervisors. I believe that
this program will facilitate this objective and will enable exempt
officials to observe, firsthand, those patrol supervision problems
that exist.
It is anticipated that this program will develop ultimately
into Phase III which will involve exempt personnel "working-along"
with watch commanders.
With the continued support and cooperation of Department
members, this program should be highly successful in identifying
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and discussing problems and ideas, and recommending positive
actions for the improvement of the Department's operation.
With the initiation of Phase II of the Exempt Ride- Along
Program, patrolmen are still requested to continue their input to
assist command personnel in improving Department operations. This
input can be accomplished either by utilizing the Department
Suggestion Program or by bringing matters to the attention of
exempt personnel while they are participating in Phase II.
The Department's reputation, quality of service it provides,
and the confidence it generates are directly contingent on the
daily performance of patrolmen. The Department's survey to determine our effectiveness which was conducted from December 1973
through June 1974 told us that 94% of the citizens with whom we
came into contact during that time were satisfied with the service
rendered.
More recently, on September 25, 1974, the Chicago Sun- Times
published the results of its Metr0Poll which indicated that 7CJ'/o
of the persons interviewed felt that the police were doing a good
job.
In spite of this overwhelming assurance that we have received
from the public, we must continually strive to improve all aspects
of our operations so that we may have unanimous agreement among the
citizens that we are doing the job expected of us.
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